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Pronunciation: /I/ and /i:/ 
 
Activity 1  
Look at the words below. Do they contain the sound /I/ (as in ship) or /i:/ (as in sheep), or both?  
 
     
 /I/ /i:/ both /I/ 

and /i:/ 
1. succeed     
2. English    
3. systematically     
4. obvious     
5. build     
6. lists     
7. copious     
8. beginning    
9. theme    
10. piece    
11. storing    
12. efficient    
 
Listen to the recording and tick (ü) the correct column for each word. The words are in the same order 
that you will hear them, but you’ll have to listen carefully! 
 
Activity 2  
Look at the sentences below. Underline all the /I/ and /i:/ sounds, then practise reading them aloud. 
 
1. I really want to succeed in my English exam. 

2. It may sound obvious, but you have to record your vocabulary systematically. 

3. Try to build word maps rather than just keeping lists of words. 

4. You need to do this from the beginning or you’ll just end up with copious strings of vocabulary. 

5. Have one theme per piece of paper and make a word map around it. 

6. Word maps are a very efficient way of storing vocabulary. 
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Activity 1 
 
 /I/ /i:/ both /I/ and /i:/ 
1. succeed   ü (succeed)  
2. English ü (English)   
3. systematically    ü (systematically /I/ and 

systematically /i:/) 
4. obvious   ü (obvious)  
5. build  ü (build)   
6. lists  ü(lists)   
7. copious   ü (copious)  
8. beginning ü (beginning)   
9. theme  ü (theme)  
10. piece  ü (piece)  
11. storing ü (storing)   
12. efficient ü (efficient)   
 
Activity 2 
 

1. I really (/i:/) want to succeed (/i:/) in (/I/) my English (/I/ and /I/) exam (/I/). 

2. It (/I/) may sound obvious (/i:/), but you have to record (/I/) your vocabulary (/i:/) systematically (/I/, /I/ 

and /i:/). 

3. Try to build (/I/) word maps rather than just keeping (/i:/ and /I/) lists (/I/) of words. 

4. You need (/i:/) to do this (/I/) from the beginning (/I/, /I/ and /I/) or you’ll just end up with (/I/) copious 

(/i:/) strings (/I/) of vocabulary (/i:/). 

5. Have one theme (/i:/) per piece (/i:/) of paper and make a word map around it (/I/). 

6. Word maps are a very (/i:/) efficient (/I/ and /I/) way of storing (/I/) vocabulary (/i:/). 

 
 


